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Abstract 
For a topological group G acting on a G-CW complex, the Chang-Skjelbred Lemma 
presents an exact sequence of equivariant cohomology groups [7]. Atiyah and Bredon 
determined an exact sequence that extends the Chang-Skjelbred Lemma [7]. The 
Atiyah-Bredon sequence holds only for torus actions, but Baird has conjectured that 
it can be generalized to actions by any compact connected Lie group. This work 
provides the necessary background in equivariant cohomology for this conjecture. 
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0.1 INTRODUCTION 1 
0.1 Introduction 
Consider a topological group G acting on a topological space X . We can associate 
an algebraic invariant to this action called its equivariant cohomology. This creates 
a graded ring H(;(X) that is functorial in the sense that given a G-equivariant map 
¢ : X __, Y between two topological spaces X and Y , there is a map ¢* : H(; (Y) __, 
H(;(X) . In particular, considering the map 'lj; :X__,* sending every point of X to a 
single point, the induced map 'lj; * : H(;( *) __, H(;(X ) allows us to consider H(;( X ) as 
a module over H(;( *) . 
Let T = (§1 Y be a torus of dimension T and X a compact , smooth manifold. 
Suppose that X is equivaTiantly formal, by which we mean that its equivariant coho-
mology Hr (X) is a free module over the polynomial ring Hr ( *) . Through the work 
of Atiyah and Bredon [7], we know that the sequence 
is exact, where c\ is the transition map from the long exact sequence of the triple 
(Xi+L Xi, Xi-1), and Xi denotes the union of all orbits of dimension at most i . 
The Atiyah-Bredon sequence holds only for torus actions, but Baird has conjec-
tured that it can be generalized to actions by any compact connected Lie group. Let 
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G be a compact, connected, rank r Lie group, and let X i = {p E X : G~ has rank 2:: 
r- i}, where G~ is the identity component of the stabilizer of p. The conjecture states 
that the sequence 
H *+3 (X X ) 63 o,. H *+r(X X ) 0 G 3, 2 --> . . . --> G n r-1 --> , 
known as the non-abelian Atiyah-Bredon sequence, is exact. Exactness of the first 
four t erms has already been established, a result known as the non-abelian Chang-
Skjelbred Lemma [9]. 
The purpose of this thesis is to provide the necessary background in equivari-
ant cohomology for this conjecture. The main prerequisites are a familiarity with 
smooth manifolds and Lie groups, for which the author recommends Lee's Introduc-
tion to Smooth Manifolds [12]; and ordinary cohomology theory, for which Hatcher's 
Algebraic Topology [10] is the standard text . 
Chapter 1 
General Mathematical 
Preliminaries 
1.1 Compact Tori 
Recall that the unit circle §1, considered as a subset of the complex plane, is a Lie 
group with complex multiplication as the group operation. The Cartesian product of 
n circles 1rn = § 1 x . . . x § 1 is known as an n- torus- so named because the familiar 
torus from geometry is diffeomorphic to the 2-torus 11'2 = § 1 x § 1 , where 11'2 has 
the product smooth manifold structure. 1rn is an abelian Lie group with the group 
structure given by componentwise multiplication. We also write 1rr = (§1 Y, and call 
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r the rank of the torus. 
Let G be a compact connected Lie group. A maximal torus of G is a Lie subgroup 
T ~ G, where Tis isomorphic to a torus and not properly contained in any abelian 
Lie subgroup of G. Since tori are abelian Lie groups, this means in particular that a 
maximal torus of G is not contained in any strictly larger Lie subgroup of G isomorphic 
to a torus. 
Theorem 1.1.1 (Existence of Maximal Tori). Let G be a compact connected Lie 
group. Then G contains a maximal torus, and every element of G is contained in 
a maximal torus of G. Furthermore, all the maximal tori of G are conjugate. This 
means that for any two maximal tori H and K , there exists an element g E G such 
that K = gHg- 1 . 
Proof. See [6]. D 
Theorem 1.1.2 (Closed Subgroup Theorem). Suppose G is a L ie Group, and H c G 
is a subgroup that is also a closed subset. Then H is an embedded Lie subgroup. 
Proof. This is Theorem 15.29 of [12] . D 
Example 1.1.1. Recall that a complex valued matrix A is unitary if A * A = In, 
where A* is the conjugate transpose of A . The group of all n-dimensional unitary 
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matrices U(n) forms a compact , connected Lie group and therefore, by Theorem 1.1.1, 
contains a maximal torus. 
Let D(n) be the set of n x n diagonal unitary matrices. D (n) is a group because it 
contains In, and is closed under inverses and matrix multiplication. Now, any matrix 
A E U(n) \ D (n) has a nonzero entry aij where i -=/=- j. Ident ifying U(n) with a 
subspace of Cn2 , we see that A is contained in an open ball of radius [aij [ centred at 
A. Thus U(n) \ D(n) is an open subset of U(n) , whereby D (n) is closed. It follows 
from 1.1.2 that D (n) is a Lie subgroup of U(n) . 
Let A E D (n). Then the ith diagonal entry of A* A is equal to AiiAii· As A* A= In, 
we have that AiiAii = 1. This is equivalent to the condition that Aii lie on the unit 
circle. From this we see that D ( n) is isomorphic to 'IT'n through the map taking each 
circle to a diagonal ent ry of D (n) . To show that D (n) is a maximal torus it remains 
to show that D (n) is not properly contained in any abelian Lie subgroup of U(n) . 
Suppose t hat G is an abelian Lie subgroup of U(n) which contains D(n) as a 
proper subgroup. Since D(n) is a proper subgroup of G, G must contain a matrix A 
with a nonzero non-diagonal ent ry Ajk· Let B be the diagonal matrix with Bjj = i 
and Bkk = 1, for j -=/=- k. Then (BA)jk = B11 Ajk = iAjk, but (AB)1k = Ajk Bkk = Ajk· 
This contradicts our assumption t hat G is an abelian group, so D(n) cannot be a 
proper subgroup of any abelian subgroup of U(n) . Therefore, D (n) is a maximal 
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torus. 
1.2 Topological Group Actions 
A topological group is a topological space with a group structure such that the mul-
tiplication map m: G x G --+ G and inversion map i: G --+ G , given by 
m(g, h) = gh, i(g) = g-I, 
are both continuous. 
For example, the torus 1I' = § 1 x § 1 c C2 is a topological group with multipli-
cation map m((w1, w2), (z1, z2)) = (w1z1, w2z2) . The general linear group GLn(C) of 
invertible n x n matrices becomes a topological group when considered as a subspace 
of cn2 • 
Given a set S, a left action of G on X is a map G x X --+ X, often written as 
(9 , p) t---t 9 · p, that satisfies 
91 . (92 . X) 
e · x X 
A right action is defined analogously. 
for all 91 , 92 E G and x E X ; 
for all x E X . 
Now suppose that G is a topological group and X is a topological space. An 
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action of G on X is said to be continuous if the map G x X ~ X defining the action 
is continuous. In this case X is said to be a G-space. 
For a point p E X , the stabilizer of p is the set Gp of all elements g E G for which 
g · p = p. It is not hard to show that Gp is a closed subgroup of G. Consequently, if 
G is a Lie group, then GP is a Lie subgroup of G by Theorem 1.1.2. An action is said 
to be free if the stabilizer of every point is the trivial subgroup. 
Let X be a G-space with left action p. For each g E G, since p is cont inuous 
it restricts to a homeomorphism p : {g} x X ~ X. In this way each element of G 
corresponds to a homeomorphism of X onto itself. If each element of G induces a 
different homeomorphism, then we call p an effective action. When G acts effectively 
on X , G corresponds to a group of homeomorphisms of X onto itself. 
Examp le 1.2.1. Let G = {z E C: lzl = 1} be the circle group and X= § 2 be the 
2-sphere. Let p = ( e, ¢) be a point on X in spherical coordinates ( e representing the 
azimuthal angle and ¢ the polar angle). Define an action of G on X by z · p = ( zB, ¢). 
This action has the effect of rotating X about its polar axis. It is not a free action, 
because the two poles have stabilizer groups equal to G. It is effective, however , 
because each z E G corresponds to an unique rotation. By using a suitable coordinate 
transformation, we could use the same action of G on § 2 to rotate it about any other 
line through the origin. 
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Suppose G is a topological group, and X and Y are left G-spaces. An equivariant 
map is a continuous function f : X --. Y that respects the group actions on X and 
Y. This means that for all x E X and g E G, 
f (g · X) = 9 · f (X). 
Intuitively, this says that we receive the same result whether we allow G to act before 
or after evaluating the function f . We also call faG-map. 
For a given topological group G, we can form a category by taking the collection 
of G-spaces as objects and the collection of G-maps as morphisms. Equivariant maps 
are convenient tools in the study of group actions because they allow us to express 
the properties of an action on one space in terms of an action on another space that 
may be better understood. 
1.2.1 Principal Bundles 
Let G be a topological group. Suppose that we have a G-space E with the property 
that for every point x of E there is a topological space Ux, an open neighbourhood 
Vx of x, and a homeomorphism cPx : Vx -t Ux x G. Define an action of G on Ux x G 
by h · (x , g) = (x , hg). We say that Eisa principal G-bundle if, for each x in E, Vx 
is invariant under the action of G on E, and ¢x is an equivariant map with respect 
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to the actions on E and Ux x G. We say that two principal G-bundles X and Y are 
isomorphic if there is a homeomorphism h : X ---+ Y such that h is a G-equivariant 
map. 
Example 1.2.2 . Let G be the additive group 2 2 = {0, 1} and X be the circle § 1 . 
Define an action of G on X by 0 · z = z, but 1 · z = zei-rr _ T hus the non-zero element 
of G takes a point on X to its antipodal point. For x = eie E X , let Ux be the 
arc {ei¢ : e- Jr/4 < ¢ < e + Jr/ 4} centred one, and U~ = {zei-rr : z E Ux} be the 
same arc on the opposite side of the circle. Let Vx = Ux U U~ . Then Vx is an open 
neighbourhood of x, and the map ¢x : Vx ---+ Ux x G given by 
{ 
(z, 0) 
¢x (z) = 
(zei-rr, 1) 
if z E Ux 
if z E u~ 
is a homeomorphism. If z E Ux, then ¢x (O · z) = ¢x(z) = (z, 0) = 0 · ¢x (z), and 
¢x(1· z ) = ¢x (zei-rr ) = ([zei-rr]zei-rr, 1) = 1 · (z, 0) = 1· ¢x(z) . The reader can verify that 
the identity ¢x (g· z ) = g· ¢x (z) holds equally for z E U~, whereby ¢x is an equivariant 
map. This shows that the circle § 1 is a 2 2-principal bundle. In fact, § n can be given 
the structure of a 2 2-principal bundle for any n: Instead of the arcs used above we 
consider the analogous n-dimensional regions. 
The next theorem is valid for all "completely regular" G-spaces. We do not define 
this t erm, since we are not working in such generality. It can be shown that all 
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metrizable spaces are completely regular , which naturally includes compact smoot h 
manifolds, our chief object of study. 
Theorem 1.2.1. Let G be a compact Lie group acting free ly on a completely regular 
space X. Then X is a principal G -bundle. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.6 in [8]. D 
1.3 Fibre Bundles 
It is a routine practice in mathematics to t ake two topological spaces X and Y , and 
create a new topological space X x Y by endowing their Cartesian product with the 
product topology. A cylinder can be modelled as the product § 1 x IT of a circle with 
an interval, and the torus as the product § 1 x § 1 of two circles. Some spaces cannot 
be described this way, but nonetheless look locally like a Cartesian product. For 
example, every point of the Mobius band is contained in a region homeomorphic to a 
rectangle, but the twisted topology of the Mobius band prevents us from expressing it 
globally as a Cartesian product . It is t his example that motivates our next definit ion. 
A fibre bundle is a collection { E, B , 1r , F} with the following properties: 
1. F , E, and B are topological spaces, called the fibre, total space, and base space 
of t he bundle respectively. 
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2. n : E ---+ B is a continuous surjection, called the projection map. 
3. For each point x E E, there is an open subset Ui ~ B such that n(x) E Ui, and 
4. For each (x, a) E ui X F , 7r 0 cPi1(x, a) = X. 
The last condition can be expressed by saying that the following diagram com-
mutes, 
n-1 (Ui) ~ ui x F 
ln~ 
ui 
where n1 respresents projection onto the first factor. 
A fibre bundle is t hus a space that looks locally like a Cartesian product, but 
may have different global topological properties. We express this by saying that E 
is locally trivial, and call the collection { (Ui, cPi )} the local trivializations of E . The 
spaces Ui are called trivializing neighbourhoods. If E is just the Cartesian product 
U x F of a topological space U with a fibre F , t hen in t he above definit ion we take 
each Ui to be U and call E a trivial product. 
We generally visualize t he total space of a fibre bundle as a collection of fibres 
suspended above the base space, each fibre being affixed to the base space at an 
unique point determined by the projection map. 
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Ex ample 1.3.1. Let IT = [0, 1] be the closed unit interval, and E = (IT x IR)/ ,....., be 
an infinite strip with its outer edges ident ified through t he relation (0, y) ,....., (1, - y). 
With this construction E is a model of the Mobius band. It is also the total space of 
a fibre bundle {E , B , 1r , F} , with B = §\ F = IR, and 1r(x , y) = e211'ix, the base space 
representing the central circle of the band. 
Example 1.3.2. The reader will be familiar with the concept of a vector bundle. 
In this context a rank k vector bundle is simply a fibre bundle whose fibre is a k-
dimensional vector space, and where the locally t rivializing maps cPi restrict to linear 
isomorphisms 1r- 1 (x) -----+ { x} x F. 
Let E be a principal G-bundle , as defined in Section 1.2.1. We can t ake the 
collection {(Ui , ¢i)} as the trivializing neighbourhoods of a fibre bundle with base 
space E / G , where E / G is the set of orbits of points in E. T he projection map 7f 
is defined by sending an element of E to its orbit in E / G, and E / G is given the 
quotient topology with quotient map 7f . Abusing our notation slightly, we also call 
the resulting fibre bundle P = {E , E / G, 1r, G} a principal G-bundle. 
Let B = {E , B , 1r, F} be a fibre bundle, B' be a topological space, and f : B' -----+ B 
be a continuous map. We can use f to define a fibre bundle over B' wit h t he same fibre 
as B . Let f* E = {(x, e) E B' x E: f( x) = 1r(e)}, and give f* E the subspace topology. 
Define a projection map 1f1 : f* E -----+ B' by 1r' (x, e) = x. Then {f* E , B ', 7f1 , F} is a 
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fibre bundle, called t he pullback bundle, which we denote f* B . 
1.3.1 Constructing a Fibre Bundle 
Given a fibre bundle B = {E , B , 1r, F} , let (Ui , cPi) and (Uj , ¢j) be two overlapping 
trivializing neighbourhoods. For any x E UinUj, by definition the maps cPi and cPj each 
restrict to homeomorphisms from 1r - 1 ( x) to { x} x F. Thus the map cPi ¢ j 1 restricts to 
a homeomorphism from { x} x F to itself. If we let G be a group of homeomorphisms 
ofF onto itself, then for each x E B , the map ¢i¢j1 can be identified with an element 
of G. We t hus define a map ¢i¢j1 : (Ui n Uj) x F-+ (Ui n Uj) x F by 
where for each X E ui n uj, the transition function tij : ui n uj -+ G evaluates to the 
homeomorphism of F onto itself described above. G is said to be the structure group 
of B . 
Note that the definition of a transition function given above is not dependent on 
the trivializing neighbourhoods it is derived from. We can construct many examples 
of fibre bundles by starting with a base space, a fibre, and a collection of funct ions 
having the properties of transition functions. 
Theorem 1.3.1 (Existence of Fibre Bundle) . Let G be a topological group, B a 
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topological space, and F a G-space. Suppose that we have an open covering { Ui} iEI 
of B and, for each 'i, j E I , a continuous map 
such that 
whenever X E u i n uj n uk , and such that t ii(x) is the identity element of G for all 
'i E I and X E ui . Then there e:_cists an uniq'ue f ibre bundle with base space B' .fibr-e 
F , and transition functions { t ij}. 
Proof. See [14] for the full proof; we give the construction here. Let 
the disjoint union of all sets of the form ui X F under the equivalence relation ( u , X) rv 
(v, y) when u = v and t ji(u ) . X= y, where (u, x) E u i X F and (v, y ) E uj X F. The 
projection map 1r : E ---+ B is then given by 1r (u, x) = u, and this is well-defined 
because all elements ident ified under rv have equal first terms. D 
Example 1.3.3. We can use this method to construct the Mobius band. Let B be 
the unit interval wit h the ends identified, let F = IR, and let G be the additive group 
Z2 = {0, 1} . The non-zero element of G acts on F through mult iplication by - 1. Let 
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U1 = (~, ~), and U2 = [0, g) u (~, 1] (Note that U2 is a connected open subset of B 
because 0 "-J 1). U1 and U2 form an open cover of B , and we obtain the Mobius band 
by applying Theorem 1.3.1 with the following t ransition maps: 
tn(x) =O, VxEU1, 
t22(x) = 0, Vx E U2, 
t12(x) = t21(x) = 1, Vx E (~,g), 
t12(x) = t21(x) = 0, Vx E (~, ~) . 
Example 1.3.4. Let G be a topological group, and B a topological space. Suppose 
further that we have an open cover {Ui}iEJ of B and a set of transition functions 
satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3.1. If we allow G to act on itself by left 
translation, applying Theorem 1.3.1 we obtain a fibre bundle P with fibre G. For 
each i E J , it is clear from the above construction that 7r-1 (Ui) ~ Ui x G, and the 
reader can verify that t his homeomorphism is an equivariant map. Hence P is a 
principal G-bundle. 
1.3.2 Associated Bundles 
Let P = {E , B , 1r, G} be a principal bundle. Given a G-space X , let G act diagonally 
onE x X. Thus, forg E G and (e,x) E Ex X , we have g · (e,x) = (g · e, g · x), using 
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the actions of G on E and X respectively. We will denote by E x c X the quotient of 
E x X by t his action. 
Consider the projection map 1r : E x X ---+ E. As 1r is equivariant, it determines 
a map IT: E Xc X---+ E / G by sending [(p, x)] to [n(p, x)] = [p]. Wit h this map, the 
bundle {E Xc X , B , IT , X} is a fibre bundle, known as the X -associated bundle to P. 
Example 1.3.5. Let G be a topological group acting effectively on a topological 
space X , and { Vj} , { tij} be a system of coordinate transformations in a topological 
space B. Theorem 1. 3.1 asserts t he existence of an unique fibre bundle F with base 
space B and fibre X . We could equally, however, allow G to act on itself by left 
translation, as we did in Example 1.3.4, then apply Theorem 1.3.1 with the same 
coordinate transformations to obtain a principal bundle P. It can be shown that if 
we form the X -associated bundle to P , the resulting fibre bundle is isomorphic to F. 
1.3.3 Classifying Spaces 
The proofs for t his section can be found in [13]. 
Theorem 1.3.2. Let B be a topological space, and P a principal G -bundle over B. 
Let X be a CW -complex and f , g : X ---+ B be homotopic maps. Then the pullback 
bundles f* P and g* P are isomorphic as principal G-bundles over X. 
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We will use the not ation [X , B] to represent the set of equivalence classes of 
homotopic maps from X to B. A connected topological space X is said to be weakly 
contractible if it s homotopy group nn(X ) of each dimension is trivial. 
Theore m 1.3.3. Suppose that P -> B is a principal G-bundle with P weakly con-
tractible. Then for any C W -complex X , the map taking f to f* P is a bijection from 
[X , B] to the set of isom orphism classes of principal G -bundles over X . 
If P is a weakly contractible principal G-bundle, then its base space is referred to 
as a classifying space for G , and P is called a universal G-bundle. 
Theorem 1.3.4. Every topological group G has a CW -classifying space (A CW-
classifying space is a classifying space that is also a CW -complex). Any two CW-
classifying spaces for G are homotopy equivalent. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.3.4, we generally denote "the" classifying space 
of a topological group as B G, and "the" universal bundle over BG as EG, bearing 
in mind that these spaces are unique only up to homotopy equivalence. 
Example 1.3.6. The classifying space for § 1 is rep=, and the universal bundle E§1 
is §=. 
Example 1.3.7. If we have two topological groups G and H , the classifying space 
B(G x H ) of their Cartesian product is simply BG x BH, and similarly E(G x H) = 
-------------------------------------------------------
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EG x E H . Thus, by Example 1.3.6, if T is a torus of rank r , then BT = (CPooy 
and ET = (§00Y. 
Example 1.3.8. The Grassmannian Gr(n, V) is the set of all n-dimensional sub-
spaces of the vector space V. An orthonormal n -frame is a set of n linearly indepen-
dent orthonormal vectors. We denote the set of orthonormal n-frames over a vector 
space V by Fr(n , V) . It can be shown that the classifying space for U (n ) is the 
Grassmanian Gr(n, C00 ) , and that EU(n ) = Fr(n , C00 ) . U(n) acts on the frames as 
follows: If A = (Aij) E U(n) and v = (v1 , · · · , vn) is an orthonormal n-frame, t hen 
Example 1.3.9. If H is a subgroup of G, then EH = EG, and B H = EG / H . 
Consider Z2 as a subgroup of §\ referring back to Example 1.3.6. As ES1 /Z2 = 
§ 00 / Z2 = JRP 00 , we obtain a principal Z2-bundle § 00 ---+ 1RP 00 . 
Chapter 2 
Equivariant Cohomology Presented 
2.1 Introduction 
If we are given a fibre bundle E ---+ B , we can take advantage of a large amount of 
existing theory relating the cohomology groups of the total space E to those of the 
base space B . Suppose, instead , that we have a G-space X , and we want to work out 
the cohomology groups of X. If G acts freely on X , then Theorem 1.2.1 tells us that X 
is the total space of a principal G-bundle. The base space of this bundle may be better 
understood, and we can relate its cohomology groups to those of X . In the case where 
the action is not free, we can look for a space homotopic to X with a free action by G . 
If G is a topological group , then Theorem 1.3.4 asserts the existence of a principal G-
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bundle EG. Since EGis weakly contractible, there is a homotopy equivalence between 
the product EG x X and X, whereby they have the same cohomology groups. G acts 
freely on EG x X , and the associated bundle construction allows us to concretely 
determine the base space of the corresponding principal bundle. The cohomology of 
this base space and its relation to the cohomology of X are the primary objects of 
investigation in equivariant cohomology, this name deriving from the equivariant map 
used to construct the associated bundle. 
2.2 Borel Construction 
To simplify the theory we only consider cohomology with complex coefficients, t hough 
the results in this paper are valid with coefficients taken from any field of characterist ic 
0. We will use the asterisk * to denote a topological space containing a single point. 
The G-spaces we consider will be finit e G-CW -complexes, for the details of which 
the reader is referred to the first ch apter of [1]. However, in many applications of 
equivariant cohomology we are only concerned with compact smooth manifolds acted 
upon by compact Lie groups, and such manifolds can be realized as G-CW-complexes. 
Let G be a topological group, and X a G-space. Take the universal G-bundle EG 
and form the X -associated bundle { EG x 0 X , BG, 1r , G} . The equivariant cohomology 
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of X , denoted H(;(X ), is the ordinary cohomology H *(EG xc X ) of the associated 
bundle. 
For an arbit rary G-space X , it is in general a difficult problem to study t he 
cohomology of the orbit space X / G. One of t he motivations for studying the equiv-
ariant cohomology of G-spaces is to bett er underst and these quot ient spaces. Since 
X ""' EG x X (EGis contractible) , we can often learn a lot about X / G by studying 
EG xc X . In part icular , if X happens to be a principal G-bundle, then t he projection 
map 
EG xc X ---+ X / G 
is a homotopy equivalence, and thus 
H(; (X ) ~ H *(X/ G). 
This can be also seen as a consequence of T heorem 2.3 .1 below. 
Example 2.2.1. Let G be a t opological group act ing freely on itself, and consider the 
G-associat ed bundle EG X c G. For (e, g) E EG x G, we have g-1 · (e, g) = (g- 1e , 1) , 
so each equivalence class in EG x c G has a representative of the form ( e, 1), for some 
e E EG. Now suppose t hat [(e, 1)] = [(!, 1)] for some e, j E EG. In this case there 
exists a g E G such that g · (e, 1) = (!, 1), whereby g · 1 = 1. Therefore e = j , and 
we have established a one-to-one correspondence between EG and EG xc G. In fact 
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the map e f------+ [(e, 1)] is a homeomorphism. 
Since EG ~ EG xa G, and EGis contractible, H(;(G) ~ H *(EG) = H *(*). 
Hence the equivariant cohomology of a group acting freely on itself is the ordinary 
cohomology of a point. 
2.3 General Properties 
Suppose that a topological group G is acting trivially on a point *· Since EG x * ~ 
EG, H(;(*) ~ H *(EG/ G) = H *(BG). The construction of equivariant cohomology 
involved forming a fibre bundle with projection map 1r : EG Xc X--> BG. This map 
induces a map on cohomology rings 7r* : H *(BG) --> H *(EG Xc X ), or equivalently 
1r* : H(;(*)--> H(;(X). We express the fact that there is a ring homomorphism from 
H(;( *) into H (;(X) by saying that H(;(X ) is an algebra over H(;( * ). Since H(; (X ) is 
graded as a ring, it is also graded as an H(;( *)-algebra. If we have a G-map f between 
two G-spaces X and Y , the induced map f* on cohomology is then an H(; (*)-algebra 
homomorphism between the equivariant cohomology groups H(; (X ) and H(; (Y ). It 
follows that equivariant cohomology can be thought of as a contravariant functor from 
the category of G-spaces and G-maps to the category of graded H(; ( *)-algebras and 
H(;(*)-algebra homomorphisms, which we shall denote by H(; (- ). 
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Example 2.3.1. Let G = X = §1, and have G act on itself by rotation. Since this 
action is free, we know from Example 2.2.1 that H(;(X ) = H *(*) =<C. By Example 
1.3.6, BG = CP00 . We know from basic cohomology theory that H* (CP 00 ) is equal 
to C in even degree, and trivial in odd degree. It is intuitive from this result that 
H *(CP 00 ) ~ C [u], the graded polynomial ring over u , where u is considered to have 
degree 2; a fact which can be demonstrated through the use of spectral sequences. 
Since H(;(X) = C and H *(BG) = C [u], the projection 1r : EG Xc X --+ BG in-
duces the ring homomorphism n* : C [u] --+ <C. There is only one such homomorphism 
that preserves degree, so the map n* must be given by n*(a+bu+ cu2 + du3 + · · · ) = a . 
Many of the properties of ordinary cohomology have direct analogs in equivariant 
cohomology t hat can be established without too much effort. For instance, if X and 
A are G-spaces with A ~ X , we can form the relative cohomology ring H(; (X, A) = 
H *(EG Xc X , EG xc X0) , and there exists a long exact sequence 
· · · --+ H~-1 (A) ~ H;;(x, A) --+ H;;(X) --+ H;;(A) ~ H~+1 (X , A) --+ · · · . 
Similarly, if B ~ A ~ X, then there exists a long exact sequence 
· · · --+ H;;- 1 (A , B) ~ H;;(x, A) --+ H;;(x, B) --+ H0(A, B) ~ H0+1(X, A)--+ ··· . 
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It is also worth remarking that for path-connected groups G the zero-dimensional 
cohomology group of a space X is the same as its zero-dimensional equivariant co-
homology group. This is because H 0(X) can be identified with the set of locally 
constant maps from X to C. Since X and EG x a X have the same number of pat h 
components, these sets are the same. 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let G be a topological group, and X a G-CW complex. If X 0 is 
a subspace of X preserved by the action of G, and G acts freely on the complement 
X\ X 0 , then there is a ring isomorphism H(;(X/ G , X 0 / G) ~ H* (X / G, X 0 / G). 
Proof. Lemma A.1.4 of [5]. D 
2.4 Localization 
Let T denote a torus of any rank. If X is a T -space, then the set of fixed points of 
the T-action on X is denoted by x r. Letting T act trivially on xr, the inclusion 
map i : xr <.......+ X is equivariant. We can therefore apply H(;( - ) to i to obtain an 
H:T( *)-algebra homomorphism i* : H:T(X) ----+ H:T (XT ). 
Since the action ofT on xr is trivial, ET Xr xr = BT X x r. Thus H:T(X T) = 
H*(BTxXT) = H*(BT) 0c H*(X T); the last equality is due to the Ki.inneth formula. 
We can show that H*(BT) is isomorphic to C [u 1 , u2 , · · · , ur], the polynomial ring 
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in r variables over C, where r is the rank ofT. From Example 1.3.7, BT = (CP 00y . 
We stated in Example 2.3.1 that H *(CP 00 ) ~ C [·u] . By Ki.inneth's formula, 
H *(CP00 X . .. X CP 00 ) = H *(CP 00 ) 0 . . . 0 H *(CP 00 ) 
= C [u]0 · · · 0 C[u] 
Since C [u 1 , · · · , Ur ] is an integral domain, we can form its quotient field, 
C(u1 , .. · ,ur) = { ~ : p, q E C [u1 , .. · , nr] and q =rf 0} . 
Since H*(BT) 0 c H*(XT) is an algebra over H*(BT) = C[u1, u2, · · · , nrJ, we can 
extend it by scalars to obtain an algebra over C(u1, · · · , ur ): 
C(ul , · · · , Ur) 0 q u1 ,u2, . ,ur ] Hy(X T) 
C(ul , · · · , Ur) 0 q u1 ,u2, ,ur] (H*(BT) 0 c H*(XT)) 
(C(ul , . .. ' Ur) 0 qul,U2 > ,ur] C [ul , u2 , . . . ' Ur ]) 0c H*(XT) 
C(ul , · · · , ur) 0 c H*(XT). 
Theorem 2.4.1 (Localization) . Let X be a finite G -CW -complex. If we ext end both 
Hy(X) and Hy(XT) by scalars in C(u1 , · · · , ur), then the induced inclusion m ap i* : 
Hy(X) -t Hy(XT) becomes an isomorphism of rings ·i* : C('u1, · · · , 'Ur) 0qu1 ,u2, .. ,ur ] 
Hy(X) -t C(u1 , · · · , u1') 0 c H*(Xr) . 
Proof. Presented in a stronger form as Theorem (3.5) in [2] . D 
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2. 5 Equivariantly formal G-spaces 
A G-space X is called equivariantly formal if H(; (X ) is a free module over H*(BG). 
Theorem 2.5.1. Let X be a G-space, where G is a compact, connected Lie group. 
Then X is equivariantly formal if and only if there is an isomorphism of graded 
H*(BG)-modules from H *(X ) ®c H*(BG) to H(;( X ). 
Proof. See [3]. D 
Example 2.5.1. Suppose T acts trivially on X. As T fixes every point, xr = X , and 
thus H;,(X) = H;,(X T) = H*(BT) ®c H*(Xr) . This is an isomorphism of graded 
H *(BT)-modules , so X is an equivariantly formal T-space. 
Example 2.5.2. For readers familiar with Hamiltonian actions, consider the case 
where G is a compact, connected Lie group, X is a compact symplectic manifold , 
and a moment map f-l: X --+ g* exists. Proposition 5.8 of [11] asserts that H(; (X ) ~ 
H *(X) ®c H*(BG) , whereby X is equivariantly formal. 
Theorem 2.5.2 (Lacunary Principle) . Let X be a finite CW -complex such that 
H k(X; C) = 0 fo r all odd k. Then any compact, connected, Lie group action on 
X is equivariantly formal. 
Proof. See [4]. D 
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Example 2.5.3. Consider T = § 1 acting on X= § 2 by rotation, as in Example 1.2.1. 
By Theorem 2.5.2, this action is equivariantly formal, and so by the Localization 
T heorem 
H *(§ 2 ) ®c H *(BT) 
H *(§ 2 ) ®c C[u] 
C[u] · 1 E9 C[u] · a , 
where a is an element of degree 2. We can explain the last equality as follows: 
H *(§2 ) is isomorphic to C in degrees two and zero , and t rivial in other degrees. 
T hese two vector spaces distribute over the tensor product. T his determines the 
module structure of H(;(§2 ) over H *(BT), and its grading as a vector space over C 
Chapter 3 
Baird's Conjecture Concerning the 
Generalized Atiyah-Bredon 
Sequence 
3.1 Atiyah-Bredon Sequence 
Let X be a T-space, and let X i be the union of all orbits of dimension less t han or 
equal to i . That is, X i= {p E X : dim(Tp) :2: n- i}, where Tp = {t E T: t · p = p} is 
the stabilizer of p . By convent ion X _1 = 0. These sets filter X , as x r = X 0 ~ X 1 ~ 
· · · ~ Xn = X . The action ofT on X rest ricts to actions on each of the X i, so the 
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spaces Xi are themselves T-spaces, and we can form their equivariant cohomology. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Atiyah-Bredon Sequence). LetT be a torus of rank r, and X be 
a compact, finite G-CW -complex that is equivariantly formal. Then the following 
sequence of HY,( *) modules is exact: 
HY,+3(X3 , X2) ~ · · · ~ Hy,+r(Xn X r-1) -t 0, 
where 6i is the transition map from the exact sequence of the triple (X i_1 , Xi, X i+1). 
Proof. [7] 0 
Note that because X _1 = 0, 80 is just the transition map for the long exact 
sequence of the pair (X1 , X 0 ). 
Example 3.1.1. Consider T = § 1 acting on X = § 2 by rotation, as in Example 
1.2.1. In Example 2.5.3, we determined the module structure of HY,(§2 ) . Using the 
Atiyah-Bredon sequence we can also determine its structure as a graded ring. The 
fixed point set X 0 = xr consists of two disjoint points, the north and south poles. 
The remaining orbits are one-dimensional, so that X i>l = X 1 . Since X 2 = X 1 , only 
the first three terms of the Atiyah-Bredon sequence are non-trivial: 
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Therefore the transition map 6 is surjective in every degree. 
Because T acts trivially on the fixed point set, by Example 2.5.1 , 
Meanwhile, by Theorem 2.3.1, 
H*(BT) 0c H *(XT ) 
H* (CPoo ) 0c (C EB C) 
H*(CP00 ) EB H *(CP00 ) 
C[u] EB C[u]. 
H* (§2 j T , xr /T ) 
H*(IT, x r) 
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The reader is encouraged to work out the last equality by considering the long 
exact sequence of the pair (IT, x r) . 
Because Hr(§2 , xr) is trivial except in degree one, the above exact sequence gives 
us an isomorphism H~(§2 ) ~ H~(XT) for k > 1. We noted earlier that equivariant 
cohomology reduces to regular cohomology in degree 0. Hence H~(§2 ) = C, and we 
have 
in degree 0 
in degree 2n 
As a graded ring it is a subring of C [u] EB C [u] generated by 1 EB 1, u EB 0, and 0 EB u . 
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It can be shown that this ring is isomorphic to C [ x, y] / ( x2 - y2 ) through the map 
sending x ~-----+ ·u EB ·u and y ~-----+ ·u EB - ·u. 
3.2 Generalized Atiyah-Bredon Sequence 
In the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.1 , we required that X bea T-space. An obvious 
question to ask is whether the Atiyah-Bredon sequence continues to hold for all com-
pact connected Lie groups. The answer is false, which can be seen from the next 
example. 
Example 3.2.1. Let X = G = SU(2) , the group of 2 x 2 unitary matrices with 
determinant 1. It can be shown that when G acts on X by conjugation , X is an 
equivariantly formal G-space. This action has two fixed points , ± I , where I is the 
identity matrix. Thus, in the above notation, X 0 ={I, -!} , a discrete two point set, 
and we have Hg(X 0 ) ~ H0 (X0 ) rv C2. To find Hg(X) , consider t hat both EG and 
X are connected, whereby EG x X is also connected. Then since EG x a X is the 
continuous image of a quotient map from EG x X , it must also be connected as well. 
Hence Hg(X) = H0 (EG xa X)= C 
As a Lie group, SU(2) has t he Lie algebra .su(2) = JR3 , where multiplication of 
elements corresponds to the cross product. Since the cross product of two linearly 
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independent vectors x and y is a t hird vector ort hogonal to both .T and y, IR3 cannot 
have a two-dimensional subspace closed under the cross product . T herefore .su(2) 
has no two-dimensional Lie subalgebra. This in turn means that SU(2) has no two-
dimensional Lie subgroup, because t he Lie algebra of such a subgroup would be a 
two-dimensional subalgebra of .su(2) . 
Since SU(2) has no two-dimensional Lie subgroups, in part icular it has no two-
dimensional stabilizer subgroups. As a result, it has no one-dimensional orbits, and 
X 1 = X 0 . This implies t hat t he relative cohomology groups H(;(X1 , X 0 ) are t rivial, 
and that t he first four terms of t he At iyah-Bredon sequence reduce to 
0 -> H(;( X ) .£. H(;(Xo) -> 0. 
For this sequence to be exact, i * would have to be an isomorphism. But we showed 
above that Hg(X ) = C, while Hg(X 0 ) = C 2 . This proves that Theorem 3.1.1 does 
not apply for G = SU(2). 
Let G be a compact , connected Lie group, and X be a G-space. By Theorem 
1.1 .1, G contains a maximal torus, and we define the rank of G to be t he dimension 
of its maximal torus. Let Gp = {g E G : g · p = p} be the stabilizer of p. It is 
straightforward to show that GP is a compact Lie subgroup. T herefore the identity 
component G~ of GP is a compact, connected Lie group and thus has a maximum 
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torus. 
To construct the Atiyah-Bredon sequence in Theorem 3.1.1 we filtered X by con-
sidering the dimensions of the stabilizers. Baird has conjectured that t he Atiyah-
Bredon sequence does continue to hold for non-abelian compact Lie groups if we 
consider instead the ranks of the stabilizers. 
Conje cture 3.2.1 (Generalized Atiyah-Bredon Sequence). Let G be compact, con-
nected, rank r Lie group, and X a compact finite G-CW -complex that is equivariantly 
formal. Let xi = {p E X : G~ has rank 2: r - i}. Then the following sequence f or the 
filtration X 0 ~ X1 ~ · · · ~ X r is exact. 
where Ji is the transition map from the long exact sequence of the triple (Xi_1 , X i , Xi+1 ) . 
Exactness of the first four terms has already been established by Goertsches, Oliver 
and Mare, a result known as the non-abelian Chang-Skjelbred Lemma [9]. 
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